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Abstract: Forest gaps are important structural elements in forest ecology to which various
conservation-relevant, photophilic species are associated. To automatically map forest gaps and detect
their changes over time, we developed a method based on Digital Surface Models (DSM) derived
from stereoscopic aerial imagery and a LiDAR-based Digital Elevation Model (LiDAR DEM). Gaps
were detected and delineated in relation to height and cover of the surrounding forest comparing
data from two public flight campaigns (2009 and 2012) in a 1023-ha model region in the Northern
Black Forest, Southwest Germany. The method was evaluated using an independent validation
dataset obtained by visual stereo-interpretation. Gaps were automatically detected with an overall
accuracy of 0.90 (2009) and 0.82 (2012). However, a very high producers’ accuracy of more than 0.95
(both years) was counterbalanced by a user’s accuracy of 0.84 (2009) and 0.73 (2012) as some gaps
were not automatically detected. Accuracy was mainly dependent on the shadow occurrence and
height of the surrounding forest with user’s accuracies dropping to 0.70 (2009) and 0.52 (2012) in
high stands (>8 m tree height). As one important step in the workflow, the class of open forest, an
important feature for many forest species, was delineated with a very good overall accuracy of 0.92
(both years) with uncertainties occurring mostly in areas with intermediate canopy cover. Presence
of complete or partial shadow and geometric limitations of stereo image matching were identified
as the main sources of errors in the method performance, suggesting that images with a higher
overlap and resolution and ameliorated image-matching algorithms provide the greatest potential
for improvement.
Keywords: aerial imagery; RGBI; photogrammetry; DSM; nDSM; CHM; LiDAR DEM; forest gap;
canopy opening; canopy cover
1. Introduction
Structural complexity and niche diversity within forest habitats are important predictors for forest
biodiversity [1–3]. Canopy cover [4], vertical variation of the canopy height [5] and forest gaps [6] are
considered important structural elements in forest ecology to which various conservation relevant
forest species are associated [7]. Presence or absence of many animal species such as European
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nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus) [8], Capercaillie (Tetrao urogallus) [9], Grey-headed woodpecker
(Picus canus) [10], various chiroptera [11–13], saproxylic beetles [14] or bird species assemblages [6,15]
are expected to depend on semi-open forest habitats. Gaps in forest canopies also play a key role in
various ecological processes such as the regeneration of trees and ground vegetation development,
with the associated light regime being a main driver for composition and diversity of understory
biota [16]. The establishment of an economically sustainable forest management with even-aged
stands, as introduced by Hartig and Cotta in Europe at the beginning of 19th century [17], resulted in
the simplification of the forest structure [18] and an underrepresentation of the early and late phases of
the forest succession [19] that are characterized by a discontinuous canopy cover and the occurrence of
forest gaps. The shift towards ecologically sustainable close-to nature forestry [20] has additionally
led in recent decades in many European temperate forests to a progressive increase of growing stocks,
with detrimental effects on many photophilic species. Species conservation programs and habitat
restoration measures in temperate forests are therefore often directed towards the creation of canopy
openings and gaps; yet this requires quantitative, taxon-specific information about the required size,
shape, distribution and connectivity of gaps. To generate such information, to develop appropriate
management strategies and to monitor their success, precise information on spatial distribution of
organisms and on forest structures at relevant-often broad-spatial scales are necessary [21]. While such
data were long missing, given the impossibility to derive area-wide mosaic-structures from plot-based
forest inventories or the huge effort to visually assess and manually map such structures based on
aerial photographs, the rapid development of remote sensing now offers the potential to deliver forest
structural information across large spatial scales at an unprecedented degree of precision.
Size and spatial distribution are the most commonly mapped gap parameters for which various
remote sensing data and techniques have been used [22]. Gap size and distribution pattern were
mapped from satellite imagery by Garbarino et al. [23] and Hobi et al. [24]. Vepakomma [25,26] used
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) to assess spatial contiguity and continuity of canopy gaps over
time in mixed wood boreal forests. Rugani et al. [27] based a similar research question using visual
stereo interpretation of scanned color-infrared (CIR) aerial photographs. Getzin et al. [28] showed
that very high-resolution images from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) can be used to effectively
assess forest gaps and associated plant biodiversity in temperate forests. In recent years many studies
confirmed the benefit from including forest structure parameters such as canopy cover and forest gaps
derived from LiDAR into habitat models showing LiDAR to deliver precise, reproducible and high
resolution information for answering a variety of ecological questions [5,6,15,29].
Despite the well-known, advantageous qualities of LiDAR and emerging possibilities of UAVs,
digital aerial images currently represent the most cost-effective and accessible input data for operative
forest remote sensing applications. Digital aerial images with large spatial coverage, consistent quality
and a spatial resolution of 20 cm or less became standard products of regional mapping agencies in
recent years [30–33]. Acquired in regular time intervals and available at relatively low costs, they are
particularly interesting for forest monitoring and change-detection purposes.
Recent technical advances in the field of digital photogrammetry demonstrate the great potential of
automatic image matching for deriving Digital Surface Models (DSMs) that can be used for an accurate
characterization of the forest canopy structure [32]. Height measurements from the DSMs normalized
versus DEM (nDSMs) also called canopy height models (CHMs) have been shown to perform very
well when estimating timber volume or basal area on the plot, stand or country level [30,32,34] and
might thus also be well suited for gap detection [34,35].
To map forest gaps and detect their changes over time in a cost-efficient way, we developed a
method based on CHMs derived from stereo aerial imagery from public standard flight campaigns.
We aimed for a gap mapping tool that would deliver reliable and replicable results when applied to
available data either in form of original aerial imagery, point cloud or a raster DSM. One important
scope thereby was to assess the viability of gap assessment based on publicly available, standard
products of mapping agencies so as to evaluate their potential to deliver reliable forest structure
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information for monitoring programs at various spatial scales. Our method involves several steps:
(1) the derivation of a CHM from stereo aerial imagery; (2) the quantification of canopy cover and
height for pre-stratification; (3) the mapping of forest gaps and their changes; (4) the detection of gaps
in specific locations (i.e., on forest roads); (5) the evaluation of the mapping accuracy; and finally (6) the
identification of the main sources of error. In addition to the main aim, the mapping of forest gaps,
the intermediate processing steps deliver other important forest structure parameters such as canopy
cover and forest height diversity that are frequently required as predictor variables for species-habitat
studies in forest ecosystems [36,37].
2. Material and Methods
2.1. Study Area
The study area of 1023 ha is located in the State of Baden-Württemberg, Southwestern
Germany, in the Northern Black Forest (8˝34’E, 48˝58’N). A lake covers 1.8 ha of the area, which
reduces the effective study area to 1021.2 ha. The area was chosen due to its high diversity
with regard to topography, forest successional stage, protection status and consequential different
management regime.
The elevation within the study area ranges from 493 to 941 m. According to the classification of the
AG Boden [38] most slopes (77.5%) are very steep (>20˝) or strongly inclined (10˝–20˝). The Northern
Black Forest belongs to the most forested regions in the state of Baden-Württemberg (forest cover of
69% [39]) and has been used for litter and timber extraction over centuries [40,41]. The dominant tree
species is Norway spruce (Picea abies L.) with admixture of Silver fir (Abies alba Mill.) and Scots pine
(Pinus sylvestris). In 82% of the forest stands, the broadleaves tree species account for less than 30%.
In addition, the area is characterized by a dense forest road network of 187 m/ha (19 km in total).
At the time of the acquisition of the aerial photographs used for this study (2009 and 2012), the
southern part of the study area was protected according to the European law as a NATURA 2000 site
(391.6 ha) completely overlapping with a forest reserve managed for conservation purposes (172.7 ha).
2.2. Material
2.2.1. Aerial Imagery
As a primary input data, two aerial imagery data sets from the two flight campaigns, of 2009 and
2012, were used (Figure 1, Table 1). The data (including the absolute orientation of the images) were
provided by the state agency of spatial information and rural development of Baden-Württemberg
(LGL) with 4 channels (red, green, blue and near-infrared (RGBI)) and radiometric resolution of 8
(2009) and 16 (2012) bit. The overall spatial resolution of the imagery was 20 cm with an overlap of
60% (end lap) and 30% (side lap).
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Table 1. Technical characteristics of the aerial image data used in the study.
Year 2009 2012
Camera UltraCamXp DMC II 140–006
Panchromatic/color lens focal
length 100/33 mm 92 mm
Resolution 20 cm 20 cm
Overlap 60%/30% 60%/30%
Image type Digital color infrared (RGB NIR) Digital color infrared (RGB NIR)
Angle-of-view from vertical, cross
track (along track) 55
˝ (37˝) 50.7˝ (47.3˝)
No. of stripes in the block file 3 6
No. of images 23 48
Flight height 3890 m 2850 m
Flight date 23.05.2009 01.08.2012
2.2.2. Additional Data Sources
In line with our goal of using only publicly available data, we also limited the additional data
sources to the products of the LGL or internal data of the forestry administration. A DEM with 1 m
resolution (DEM01) derived from LiDAR-data [42] was used as a ground surface for the generation of
the CHMs. Slope and aspect were derived from a DEM with 50 m resolution (DEM50) [42]. In addition,
for identifying gaps along or influenced by forest roads, we used the forest road network datasets
of the State Authority Topographical and Cartographical Information System (ATKIS) [43] and the
Department of Forest Geoinformation of Baden-Württemberg [44].
2.3. Methods
2.3.1. Forest Gap Definition
In the literature, there are inconsistencies with regard to terminology, methods for gap
identification and modeling gap dynamics [45]. Two main definitions of forest gaps can be found.
The first defines a canopy gap as a “hole” in the forest canopy cover down to a predefined height
(e.g., 2 m) above ground [46]. According to the second definition, the gap additionally includes
the ground surface below the canopy extending to the base of the trees which surround the canopy
opening [47]. Definitions also vary depending on the assessment method and research objective:
A terrestrial “bottom-up” approach, mostly used in field surveys [46] predefines a fixed maximum
vegetation height within the gap while the aerial “top-down” approach considers in the first place the
technical capabilities of the sensor penetration through the tree canopy to forest ground and therefore
defines a maximum vegetation height in a gap in relation to the height of the surrounding trees [48,49].
Often, the gap is passively mapped as the area remaining between the actively mapped trees.
The definition used in this study was based on a combination of the above mentioned definitions:
We define forest gap as a canopy opening of at least 10 m2 in dense forest (ě60% canopy cover)
reaching through all forest strata down to maximum 2 m vegetation height in high forest stands (ě8 m
height) and down to maximum 1 m in low forest stands (<8 m height).
We considered a minimum stand size of 0.3 ha, which corresponds to the conventional minimum
stand size in Baden-Württemberg [44]. Areas with canopy cover less than 60% and exceeding 0.5 ha
were classified in line with Ahrens et al. [50] as “open forest”. Open spaces within this forest type
were considered as inherent stand characteristic and thus not mapped as gaps. The minimum size
of a gap was set to 10 m2 according to Müller and Wagner [51] and Schliemann and Bockheim [45].
The maximum gap-vegetation height of 2 m was chosen compliant with Brokaw [46] and adapted to
1 m in the lower stands after the first mapping tests, which revealed that gaps within the lower stands
were not significantly distinct when using the 2 m threshold.
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2.3.2. Calculation of Canopy Height Models (CHM)
Canopy Height Models were generated in two steps: (1) image matching and (2) point cloud
processing (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Workflow for deriving of Canopy Height Models (CHMs) from stereo aerial imagery and
LiDAR-based Digital Elevantion Model (LiDAR DEM).
Image Matching
DSMs with a spatial resolution of 1 m were calculated from the stereo imagery. To avoid artifacts
at the borders of the study area, both during the image matching process and during the subsequent
raster analysis using a moving window, the study area was buffered with 200 m. For each study year,
two point clouds were generated using Leica Photogrammetry Suite enhanced Automatic Terrain
Extraction (LPS eATE [52]) and Semi Global Matching (SGM XPro [53]) algorithms. Both algorithms
returned different point clouds partially complementing each other (Figure 3).
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Image matching for terrain extraction result in a first step in an irregular point cloud depending
on the algorithm, site conditions and camera properties and situation [54]. Consequently, not every cell
of a DSM raster is covered by a matched point and the generated DSMs consist of a certain percentage
of cells without original height information (“no-data” cells).
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The input pyramid layer was identified as one of the key factors affecting point density and
distribution of the generated point cloud. It also influences the point resolution and accuracy as the
coarser (higher) image level delivers points with lower accuracy, especially in situations of irregular
canopy surface. Based on visual assessment, we decided for a combination of 3 point clouds from
eATE and SGM processed with the pyramid levels 0, 1 and 2, respectively, which provided good point
coverage in reasonable processing time. The detailed settings of both algorithms are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Settings of the image matching algorithms for point cloud generation.
Settings eATE
Minimum images: 2; Maximum images: 2; Overlap min.: 50%; Correlator: NCC; Window size: 13; Coefficient
start/end: 0.2/0.5; Interpolation: Spike; Point threshold: 5; Search window: 50; Blunder Type: PCA;
St. Dev. Tolerance: 3; LSQ Refinement: 2; Edge constraint: 3; Reverse matching tolerance: 1; Smoothing: Low;
Low contrast: Yes; Stop at pyramid layer: 0; Point sampling distance: 1; Pixel block size: 100; Most nadir: Yes;
Gradient threshold: 0; Premier correlation band: 4; Use all spectral data: Yes; create radiometric layer: No
Settings SGM
Band: G; Last pyramid layer: 1 or 2; Disparity Difference: 1; Urban processing: 0;
Keep vertical surfaces: Y; Thinning: Mild
Point Cloud Processing
In the next processing step only LAS points between ´1 and 55 m height in relation to the DEM01
point cloud filtered with LAStools [55] were retained, which removed most of the outliers and resulted
in the normalized land cover surface heights (Figure 2). The “LasDataset to Raster” transformation
(Data Management Toolbox in ArcGIS) with the inverse difference weighting (IDW) for interpolation
and the natural neighbor void fill method was applied to calculate CHMs with a 1 m resolution as a
basis for subsequent height analysis and forest gaps extraction.
2.3.3. Gap Extraction
Forest gap extraction based on the CHM was performed in ArcGIS 10.3 [56] (raster and vector
based) in three steps (Figure 4): (1) identification of open and dense forest; (2) classification of dense
forest into height classes of low and high forest; and (3) gap extraction in the latter two classes. In an
additional post-processing step (4) gaps on and next to forest roads were located.
Open and Dense Forest
In the first step of the object based raster analysis (Figure 4a), open (OF) and dense forest (DF)
areas were identified based on the CHM (Figure 4b). Based on the proportion of vegetation higher
than 1 m within a circular moving window (r = 25 m), directly adjacent neighboring cells with values
of canopy cover percentage (CC) of 60% or less were aggregated (Spatial Analyst function: region
group, 4 neighbors) to open forest patches when aggregations were greater than 0.5 ha. The remaining
cells representing either gaps or dense forest were submitted to further gap extraction.
Low and High Stands
Within dense forest, cells with CHM-values <8 m were identified and grouped (region group,
4 neighbors) into low forest (LF) stands, when their size exceeded 0.3 ha (Figure 4c). The remaining
cells were classified as high forest (HF).
Forest Gaps
Forest gaps were identified separately for LF and HF (Figure 4d). All cells with canopy heights less
than 1 m within LF were identified and grouped using the function region group with 8 neighbors, i.e.,
including neighboring cells with adjacent border as well as diagonal neighbors. The same procedure
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was carried out for raster cells less than 2 m height within HF. In both classes, LF and HF, groups with
a minimum size of 10 m2 were retained and reclassified into forest gaps.Remote Sens. 2016, 8, 175 7 of 22 
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Gaps on and Next to Forest Roads
Gaps on and next to forest roads and skidding trails were identified in a post-processing
step using 2D reference vector data from ATKIS and Forest Geoinformation databases. Since both
files contained minor errors (i.e., missing data and location inaccuracies) features missing in the
more comprehensive ATKIS file were added from the Forest Geoinformation database. Gaps located on
or adjacent to roads were selected within a 5 m buffer to both sides of the road or skidding trail (Figure S1).
2.3.4. Validation
The discrimination bet een open an dense f rest and the det ction of gaps were evaluated by
a comparison with visual stereo-interpretation of the original aerial imagery using Stereo Analyst
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for ArcGIS 10.2 [57]. Therefore we generated independent evaluation data at circular sampling plots
(r = 25 m, corresponding to the window-size used for open and dense forest classification). Two sets
of evaluation plots were generated. For testing the accuracy of the classification into open and dense
forest an equal amount of plots was placed randomly in both forest types. The plots for evaluating the
performance of the forest-gap detection were selected according to a stratified random design.
Open-Dense Forest
For evaluating the accuracy of the classification into open and dense forest 40 plots were randomly
placed in each of the two classes (Figure 5a). With a plot size of 1962.5 m2, the total evaluation area
per class amounted to 7.9 ha, corresponding to 9.5% and 27.0% of the open forest of 2009 and 2012
respectively. A change of the forest type from open to dense between 2009 and 2012 was allowed
for additional validation of the change-recognition performance. The set of sample plots located in
open forest of 2009 was therefore also kept in 2012. However, since 30 of the evaluation plots in the
open forest changed to dense forest in 2012 additional 30 sample plots were generated within the
open forest of this year to maintain a balanced verification dataset. Within the evaluation plots canopy
cover was visually estimated in 5% steps, aided by schematic illustrations [50,58], and the forest
class was assigned accordingly. The agreement between visual and automatic mapping was assessed
using different evaluation indices based on a confusion matrix. Overall, producer’s (probability
that the automatically mapped class was also visually confirmed) and user’s [59] (probability that
visually interpreted class was also automatically classified as such) accuracy [60–62] as well as Cohen’s
kappa [63] were calculated using the package “caret” in R [64].
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Gaps
Since the gap-mapping accuracy was expected to vary in relation to two terrain par meters,
slope and aspect, evaluation plots were stratified along these two gradients: Three classes of slope
(0˝–10˝ plane, 10˝–20˝ strong inclined or steep, and >20˝ very steep, according to the definition of AG
B de [38] and in line with Wrbka et al. [65]) and 4 classes of aspect (north 315˝–45˝, east 45˝–135˝,
south 135˝–225˝, and west 225˝–315˝) resulted in 12 terrain situations that were extracted from the
DEM50 (Figure 5a,b). The focal point of each 50 m ˆ 50 m cell represented a possible center of an
evaluation plot (r = 25 m).
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Forest gaps were evaluated on 120 evaluation plots (10 per terrain stratum) (Figure 5a,b) covering
a total area of 23.6 ha, which corresponds to 2.4% of the dense forest in each study year. Within the
evaluation plots gaps with an area of at least 10 m2 inside the plot (168 in 2009 and 171 in 2012) were
visually assessed, delineated and (Figure 5c) compared with the automatically mapped gaps located
with at least 10 m2 inside the evaluation plot. To assess the correct classification of gap–absence, we
placed circles in the dense forest areas within the sampling plots in size corresponding to the mean size
of the visually verified gaps (95 m2 in both years) (Figure 5c). The total number of circles randomly
distributed among the sampling plots was equal to the total number of the visually verified gaps.
Correct agreement between visually and automatically mapped gaps was assigned if there was
an overlap of at least 80%. “Non-gap” circles were attributed as “wrongly classified” when a gap of
at least 8 m2 (80% of the minimum gap size) was identified within it. The agreement between visual
and automatic mapping was again assessed by means of overall, producers’ and users’ accuracy and
Cohen’s Kappa.
Variables Affecting Mapping Accuracy
Since we expected the accuracy of the method to be affected by external factors, selected
characteristics of the viewed gaps were visually assessed for each of the gaps mapped in the evaluation
plots (Table 3). Effects of the recorded variables such as gap size, height of the surrounding forest,
presence of shadow, slope, aspect and gap location were tested using Conditional Inference Trees
(ctree) vignette of R-package “partykit” [66,67].
Table 3. List of variables tested in ctree for having an effect on gap mapping accuracy.
Variable Characteristics Source Input Format in Ctree





1 = Low forest (LF < 8 m) Automated mapping factor2 = High forest (HF ě 8 m)
Shadow occurrence
0 = none
Visual interpretation factor1 = complete
2 = partial
Slope (degree)
1 = plane (0˝–10˝)
DEM50 (LGL) factor2 = strongly inclined or steep
(10˝–20˝)
3 = very steep (>20˝)
Aspect Easting (sine of aspect) DEM50 (LGL) numericNorthing (cosine of aspect)
Gap type (gap location)
0 = inner forest stand,
Visual interpretation factor
1 = on storm throw
2 = on a forest road
3 = next to open forest
4 = on a skidding trail
5 = next to a road or a
skidding trail
We also evaluated whether missing information in some raster cells (“no-data” cells) could be a
reason for a fraction of the undetected gaps. In a DSM created from an eATE point cloud “no-data”
cells amounted to 10%–15% whereas in a DSM generated from the SGM point cloud this percentage
was much lower (2%–3%). This difference was caused by an internal interpolation used by the SGM
algorithm during the matching process resulting in an artificial assignment of values to cells, where no
points were directly matched.
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3. Results
3.1. Mapping of Open and Dense Forest
Mapping of open forest areas resulted in 82.7 ha (8% of the study area) and 28.8 ha (3%) in 2009
and 2012, respectively. The number of open forest patches decreased from 31 to 28. This includes also
open forest patches smaller than 0.5 ha located at the border of the study area but being part of larger
open forest areas. The mean size of the open forest patches within the study area changed from 3.5 ha
to 1.6 ha, which illustrates the closure of open forest areas from their borders inwards. Dense forest
amounted to 938.5 ha (92% of the study area) in 2009 and 992.5 ha (97%) in 2012.
The classification obtained with the chosen settings agreed well with the results of the visual
assessment (Table 4, Figure S2, Table S3) with accuracy measures between 0.85 and 1.00 confirming a
very good performance of the method. An assessment of the 12 erroneous classifications revealed that
deviations between automatic and visual estimation occurred in plots with canopy cover estimates
ranging between 30% and 80%, with most (75%) of the errors occurring within a narrow 10% buffer
(50%–70%) around the canopy cover threshold of 60%. In nine of the 12 cases, the automated method
overestimated the canopy cover. An increased rate of deviation (20%) was found in the 30 plots that
changed from open forest in 2009 to dense forest in 2012, which confirms that areas with canopy cover
close to the threshold are particularly prone to misclassification.












OF OF DF DF with 95% CI
2009 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.85 0.92
2012 0.87 1.00 1.00 0.85 0.85 0.92
3.2. Identification of Low and High Forest
Patches with low (LF) and high (HF) forest amounted to 82 (175.0 ha) and 18 (763.6 ha), respectively,
in 2009, versus 70 (211.3 ha) and 22 (781.3 ha) in 2012 (Table S4). Within the dense forest, high forest
stands dominated with a share of about 80% forming large compact patches with a mean size of 42.4 ha
(2009) and 35.5 ha (2012). The total area of both low and high dense forest increased from 2009 to 2012
to the disadvantage of the open forest. Low stands-on average much smaller than high stands-got
consolidated and increased significantly in area and size, from a mean size of 1.8 ha in 2009 to 2.9 ha
in 2012.
3.3. Forest Gaps Mapping
The automated mapping approach detected 4575 (2009) and 4667 (2012) gaps in the dense forest.
Total gap density was 4.9 gaps per ha (7.2% of the dense forest area) in 2009 and 4.7 gaps per ha (6.3%)
in 2012 (Table S5). Generally, many more (13.7–14.6 N/ha) gaps were mapped in the low forest than in
the high forest (2.0–2.8 N/ha).
3.3.1. Mapping Accuracy
The comparison of automatic gap-detection with the visually identified gaps revealed good
agreement (Tables 5 and 6) with an overall accuracy of 0.90 and 0.82 in 2009 and 2012, respectively, and
corresponding Kappa values of 0.80 and 0.66. Producer’s accuracies greater than 0.96 show that almost
all automatically detected gaps were correctly classified. However, a fraction of the visually identified
gaps were not captured during the automated mapping process, which is reflected in omission errors
of 0.16 (2009) and 0.28 (2012). Method performance for the “non-gap” areas showed an opposite
pattern with user’s better than producer’s accuracies.
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Automated Mapping “Non-Gap” Gap Total “Non-Gap” Gap Total
“Non-gap” 166 31 197 164 63 227
Gap 3 166 171 7 167 174
Total 171 197 368 171 230 401
Table 6. Mapping accuracies of automatically generated gaps derived from a comparison with the











Gap Gap “Non-gap” “Non-gap” with 95% CI
2009 0.97 0.84 0.84 0.97 0.80 0.90
2012 0.96 0.72 0.73 0.96 0.66 0.82
However, 71% (2009) and 73% (2012) of the visually but not automatically identified gaps were
adjacent to automatically mapped gaps indicating that a significant proportion of the gaps have been
captured correctly, but the extent delineated was too small.
3.3.2. Variables Affecting Mapping Accuracy
Among the tested variables, shadow occurrence and forest height class affected mapping accuracy
(Figure 6), while no significant effect was found in relation to the other variables tested (Table 3).
Presence of shadow strongly limits the penetrability of an optical sensor into the lower parts of the
canopy. In both study years, the occurrence of full shadow in the incision in the forest canopy was the
main cause for the erroneous delineation of gaps. The effect of shadow was also confirmed directly
during visual verification, as the most of the visually identified but not automatically mapped gaps
(70%–87%) were identified in areas of total or partial shadow (Table S6).Remote Sens. 2016, 8, 175 12 of 22 
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of correct gap detection under the given combination of variable values. The variable values splitting 
the datasets are indicated on the tree branches: Shadow (0 = none, 1 = complete, and 2 = partial), Ftype: 
Forest height class (1 = low and 2 = high forest).  
The height of the surrounding forest stand (LF and HF) determining the depth in the canopy, to 
which the light can penetrate, is also strongly linked to shadow occurrence. While in 2012 the height 
of the surrounding forest caused increased failure in gap mapping in HF, in 2009 this tendency was 
not pronounced. Generally, the gaps in locations without or with partial shadow occurrence were 
mapped with a high accuracy in LF and less reliability in HF, whereas the complete shadow 
occurrence hinders the gap mapping performance in all stand types.  
Despite similarly producer’s accuracies of 0.96–0.98 and overall accuracies higher than 0.79, 
user’s accuracy in high forest was much lower than in low forest with 0.70 in 2009 and 0.52 in 2012 
(Tables 7 and 8). 
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LF 
“Non-gap” 17 8 32 22 
Gap 2 112 2 122 
HF 
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Gap 3 54 5 45 
Table 8. Accuracy of the automated mapping of gap and “non-gap” areas assessed visually (with 95% 
of confidence interval (CI)) in low forest (LF) and high forest (HF) in 2009 and 2012.  












Gap Gap “Non-gap” “Non-gap”  with 95% CI 
2009 LF 0.98 0.93 0.68 0.89 0.73 0.93 
 HF 0.98 0.70 0.87 0.98 0.73 0.88 
2012 LF 0.98 0.85 0.59 0.94 0.93 0.86 
 HF 0.96 0.52 0.76 0.96 0.84 0.79 
Figure 6. onditional inference tree showing the variables that affected the user’s accuracy of
gap-prediction in the evaluation plots in 2009 and 2012. Each node of the tree plot represents one split of
the data into significantly different partitions, with variables ranked according to their importance, until
no further split is possible (nodes 3, 4, and 5). The significance of the split (p-values after Bonferroni
correction) is indicated in the splitting nodes. The Y-axis shows the predicted probability of correct gap
detection under the given combination of variable values. The variable values splitting the datasets are
indicated on the tree branches: Shadow (0 = none, 1 = complete, and 2 = partial), Ftype: Forest height
class (1 = low and 2 = high forest).
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The height of the surrounding forest stand (LF and HF) determining the depth in the canopy, to
which the light can penetrate, is also strongly linked to shadow occurrence. While in 2012 the height of
the surrounding forest caused increased failure in gap mapping in HF, in 2009 this tendency was not
pronounced. Generally, the gaps in locations without or with partial shadow occurrence were mapped
with a high accuracy in LF and less reliability in HF, whereas the complete shadow occurrence hinders
the gap mapping performance in all stand types.
Despite similarly producer’s accuracies of 0.96–0.98 and overall accuracies higher than 0.79,
user’s accuracy in high forest was much lower than in low forest with 0.70 in 2009 and 0.52 in 2012
(Tables 7 and 8).
Table 7. Confusion matrix comparing the automated gap mapping results with visually verified gaps




“Non-Gap” Gap “Non-Gap” Gap
LF
“Non-gap” 17 8 32 22
Gap 2 112 2 122
HF
“Non-gap” 149 23 132 41
Gap 3 54 5 45
Table 8. Accuracy of the automated mapping of gap and “non-gap” areas assessed visually (with 95%











Forest Height Class Gap Gap “Non-gap” “Non-gap” with 95% CI
2009 LF 0.98 0.93 0.68 0.89 0.73 0.93
HF 0.98 0.70 0.87 0.98 0.73 0.88
2012 LF 0.98 0.85 0.59 0.94 0.93 0.86
HF 0.96 0.52 0.76 0.96 0.84 0.79
The analysis of the “no-data” cells revealed that they did not only occur in shadowy incisions
in the canopy cover, e.g., along roads or in stands with a highly heterogeneous vertical structure but
also in low forest stands and on hilltops where aerial photographs should theoretically deliver good
material. Such “no-data” cells were mostly located along flight strips (2009), particularly in the outer
parts of the lateral and longitudinal overlapping zone of the images (2009 and 2012) (Figure 7).
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An intersection of the “no-data” layer with the gap validation dataset showed that only ca. 10%
cells of all visually, but not automatically identified gaps were actually classified as “no-data” cells
(Table S7). The assignement of new values to original no-data cells by means of interpolation from the
neighbouring points during the image matching or raster transformation resulted in height values
depending on the surrounding forest characteristics.
3.3.3. Gap Size and Total Area
In the study area, gap sizes ranged from 10 m2 (predefined minimum size) to 19,091 m2 and
12,556 m2 in low forest (2009 and 2012, respectively) and to 2105 and 2495 m2 in high forest (Table S5).
Despite the great difference in maximum sizes, median values ranged between 26 and 36 m2. In 2009,
gap size was significantly greater in LF than in HF (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p-value = 0.0006), whereas
in 2012 this characteristic was no longer pronounced (p-value = 0.5644).
The most and the largest gaps were mapped in low stands, even though they constituted only
about 20% of the dense forest in both years. Moreover, the variance in gap size was most pronounced
in LF, with standard deviations 2.5–3.2 times larger than for gaps in HF in the same study year. In high
forest, number, mean size, median size and density of the gaps decreased between 2009 and 2012
amounting to a 36% reduction of the total gap area in this class. In contrast, the amount and density of
gaps in low forest increased from 13.8 gaps per ha in 2009 to 14.6 gaps per ha in 2012, with only minor
increase of the total area.
Most gaps mapped in both stand types were very small (10–30 m2) or small (31–100 m2), together
making up 75%–81% of all gaps and 13%–23% of the total gap area in all height classes and years
(Figure 8). In low stands the greatest fraction of the total gap area (53%–60%) consisted of very large
gaps (>1000 m2), whereas in high stands 58%–59% pertained to large gaps (101–1000 m2). In both low
and high forest the number and area of smaller gaps increased, whereas the large and very large gaps
decreased from 2009 to 2012.
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Figure 9. Example of gap mapping results: (a) canopy Height Model (CHM) of 2009; (b) CHM of 2012; 
(c) mapping results of 2009; (d) mapping results of 2012; and (e) change detection: gaps in 2012 vs. 
2009. Gaps were only mapped in dense forest (>60% canopy cover) classified into LF: low forest (<8 
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Figure 8. Number (N) and area (m2) of mapped gaps breakdown into size classes per year and forest
height class (green scale—low forest (LF), <8 m height; grey scale—high forest (HF), >8 m height) given
as percent of the total gap number or area in the respective class.
3.3.4. Gap Changes
55% of the gaps recorded in low stands and 30% of the gaps in high stands mapped in 2009
were also confirmed in 2012 (Table S5, Persisting gaps 2009–2012, Figure 9). A substantial proportion
(37% of N, 45% of the total area) of gaps found in low forest in 2012 originated from open forest in
2009. Shifts between low and high forest were not that significant with 17% of gaps in high forest of
2012 originating from gaps in low stands of 2009. The remaining differences in the amount of mapped
gaps between the study years were due to displacement or shrinking of gaps.
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Figure 9. Example of gap mapping results: (a) canopy Height Model (CHM) of 2009; (b) CHM of 2012;
(c) mapping results of 2009; (d) mapping results of 2012; and (e) change detection: gaps in 2012 vs. 2009.
Gaps were only mapped in dense forest (>60% canopy cover) classified into LF: low forest (<8 m height)
and HF: high forest (ě8 m height). The remaining area is open forest (<60% canopy cover).
3.3.5. Gaps on Forest Roads
Within the evaluation plots, 60 (30%) gaps in 2009 and 85 (36%) in 2012 were identified directly
on a road or skidding trail, another 18 (9%) and 17 (7%) were found adjacent to these distinct linear
features (Table S8).
These figures were slightly higher than in the total study area where—depending on the mapping
year and forest height class—37% (2009) and 25% (2012) were located on or adjacent to a forest road
(Table S9). Even though not all these gaps were captured due to shadow occurrence and canopy closure
above the road (Figure S1), this gap type represented 67%–80% of the total gap area each year and
forest height class, with an average gap-size varying from 40 to 88 m2.
Excluding the gaps on or next to roads resulted in an average gap density of 10–11 gaps/ha in LF
and 1–2 gaps/ha in HF and average gap-size of about 50 m2 (Table S10).
4. Discussion
Assessing forest gaps for biodiversity research purposes requires a clear definition and
classification of gaps in relation to the research goal. The definition we adopted adhered to the
fact that most species-habitat studies refer to gaps as canopy openings with a fixed maximum height
of vegetation in a gap. Given the great variance in species-specific requirements regarding forms and
types of gaps and in order to maintain a broad applicability for habitat assessments for various species,
we applied a low threshold regarding minimum gap size and no a priori restrictions regarding shape
or minimum diameter. With regard to gap-delineation based on remote-sensing this definition entails
some general limitations which are related to the penetrability of the light through the tree canopy.
In addition, compared to using LiDAR-based assessments, specific problems arise when using aerial
imagery for deriving measures of vegetation height as a basis for gap-delineation.
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4.1. Image Matching and Canopy Height Models
Regularly updated and standardized aerial photographs from public flight mapping campaigns
offer good possibilities for assessing forest structure in a cost-efficient way, especially when aiming at
long-term monitoring. Primarily acquired to deliver high accuracy 3D earth surface measurements
for general administration, economy and science applications these data-offered for public research
at a special low cost-also provide a valid basis for mapping forest gaps with high accuracy. Even so,
the image matching algorithms using aerial and satellite imagery for deriving DSMs still bear some
potential for improvement, especially in rugged terrain and forest stands of complex structure [24].
Wang et al. [33] indicate that their method provides a high degree of accuracy in managed mixed forest,
with lower accuracies in mountainous forests, which can be explained by the mismatch between the
generated DSMs as a result of different flight angles of the imagery from different flight campaigns.
Similar situations can be observed in our study, due to the acquisition of the aerial imagery in different
study years, where the data provider used two different cameras. Adler et al. [54] observed that even in
flat terrain different DSM matching algorithms produce different results, especially in highly structured
canopy situations. Mountainous forests are likely more structured than intensively managed stands
in the lowlands and thus particularly prone to shadow occurrence. In our study most of slopes were
steep or very steep which definitely influenced the quality of the aerial imagery and the DSM accuracy.
The distribution of “no-data” cells points towards multiple sources of problems: first, inaccurate
point matching in the outer areas of the camera viewing angle, second, shadow occurrence and third a
possible inaccurate relative orientation of the stereo images.
The use of a “terrestrial bottom-up” gap-definition with predefined fixed (in contrast to a relative)
maximum gap-vegetation height entails a significant effect of the DSM quality on the gap mapping
performance, as inaccuracies in the surface heights in the order of magnitude of 1 m or more [30,68]
significantly affect the delimitation of gaps with a maximum ground vegetation heights of 1 or 2 m.
Since the user’s influence on the acquisition process and quality of aerial imagery from standard
flight campaigns of national or regional mapping agencies is limited, some shadows have to be
accepted [33]. However, it is crucial to know the accuracy of the input data as they influence the
usability and reliability of the generated DSM [68]. A quality assessment of the aerial imagery
concerning light conditions and associated shadow occurrence could thus be beneficial. In our study,
the details regarding flight time of acquisition of the aerial images were not available.
4.2. Forest Classification and Gap Identification
DSMs derived from aerial imagery proved promising for forest gap identification as the results of
canopy cover and forest gaps mapping were good, Moreover, important for application across large
areas, gap extraction from a ready CHM was very fast (i.e., 170–250 ha per minute, depending on
processor and memory), whereas the image matching was the most time-consuming part.
As one crucial step in the workflow the class of open forest was delineated. This is an important
feature for many forest species and therefore a valuable side-product of our study. Canopy cover
estimation both in entirely open areas as well as in a mixture of open and dense forest stands worked
well, with uncertainties mostly occurring in areas with intermediate canopy cover (i.e., close to
the predefined threshold for differentiation between open and dense forest of 60% cover). A sharp
delimitation of naturally complex and continuous structures such as canopy cover is inherently difficult
and can be considered as the main reason for misclassifications. In addition, some minor omission
errors at the edges of the open areas were later captured and classified as gaps in the automated
mapping process.
Forest gap mapping accuracy decreased with forest height and associated shadow occurrence.
Presence of complete shadow strongly limited the method performance, where the areas of biggest
mismatch between the automated detection and visual interpretation of gap features were observed.
In areas with good visibility or with a partial shadow occurrence the method results were coupled with
the height of the surrounding forest. Generally more gaps and bigger gap areas were automatically
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mapped in low forest stands, even though they constituted of only ca. 20% of the dense forest in each
study year. While the maximum height of 8 m of the low forest stands mostly allowed good insight in
the inner parts of the stand, the results of gap mapping in the high stands, especially in 2012 where
the relative shadow occurrence was higher, probably due to a later summer flight date, were not fully
satisfying as gaps were underestimated.
Canopy gaps are an important structural attribute associated with variance in canopy cover [69].
In the aerial imagery this variance is represented by different spectral reflections, different texture and
shadow occurrence in the obscured locations between trees. The latter affected not only the results of
the automatic matching but also their verification, as the visual interpretation of gaps in shadowy areas
was partially obstructed. In our case, some uncertainties occurred during visual interpretation, due to
the difficulty of ground identification, shadow occurrence and not always orthogonal tree projection in
3D-view. As a consequence some potential reference gaps were probably omitted and the evaluation
dataset was possibly incomplete. On the other hand, gaps on roads were potentially overestimated,
when verifying shadowy canopy openings located along roads axes, influenced by the perception and
automatic complementation of linear features by the visual interpreter.
We preferred visual assessment over field assessments for validation as the latter is less accurate
due to errors caused by differences in human perception of a forest gap from the ground [24] and from
the air, as well as to difficulties in gaining good position accuracy [70]. Nevertheless, an additional field
check would be advisable as a control measure especially with regard to the vegetation height in the
gap. However, good temporal agreement between the remote sensing data and the field assessment is
crucial. Rapid vegetation growth following improved light conditions in canopy openings can bias the
validation results, even when field assessments are performed only shortly after the remote sensing
data had been gathered.
Gap mapping methods presented by other authors resulted in similar accuracies, although not
directly comparable due to differences in validation methodology based on both visual and field
measurements. For example, 82% of the gaps mapped from satellite imagery by Garbarino et al. [23]
were correctly classified when compared to visual assessments, while Hobi et al. [24], also using
satellite imagery as input data, achieved a producer’s accuracy of more than 65% compared
to visually interpreted data. Focusing on the ecological aspects of gaps and their dynamics
most of authors did not provide an explicit accuracy assessment of their gap mapping results.
An exception are Vepakomma et al. [26] who show a pictorial example revealing a strong similarity
of the gaps delineated based on LiDAR with high-resolution images, and report a 96.5% match with
field assessments.
4.3. Gap Density and Post-Processing
The total gap density in the study area was similar in both study years with 4.9 and 4.7 gaps
per ha in 2009 and 2012, respectively. Twenty-five percent to 37% of the mapped gap features and 67%
to 80% of the mapped gap area per forest height class of low or high forest and year were located on or
next to forest roads. These gaps are characterized by specific environmental conditions and might thus
be analyzed separately in ecological studies. The quantification of gap changes over time revealed
clear trends in the gap dynamics, with forest height growth and densification leading to a decrease in
gap area. However it is still difficult to judge, which changes in gap form and location were due to
natural processes of forest growth and which result from technical difficulties such as inaccuracies in
image matching processes or different light conditions in the aerial imagery datasets. For a one-to-one
analysis of gap dynamics (persistence, expansion, decline, displacement) and change detection, an
additional assessment of the CHM quality is advisable (including date and time of the aerial images
taken) and methods are required to automatically disentangle the mentioned sources of change.
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4.4. Application in Biodiversity Studies
The results provided by our method can be directly used in biodiversity studies linking forest
structure with faunal or floristic distribution or diversity [6]. Gap characteristics such as number,
density, size, spatial coverage and form have been confirmed as valuable predictors in various habitat
models: Zellweger et al. [6] and Braunisch et al. [15] used the density (number of gaps per ha) to model
the effect of forest structural complexity on multi species occurrence of four temperate mountain forest
bird species: Capercaillie, Hazel Grouse (Bonasa bonasia), Three-toed Woodpecker (Picoides tridactylus)
and Pygmy Owl (Glaucidium passerinum). Derived metrics describing the geometry of gap have been
used for example by Braunisch and Suchant [71] to define an optimal proportion of gap area for the
Capercaillie-friendly habitats, or by Getzin et al. [28] who used a perimeter-to-area ratio and gap shape
complexity index to assess floristic diversity of the forest understory. In addition, the canopy cover–as
calculated as an interim step in our method-is one of the most frequently used predictors in modeling
habitat suitability for forest dwelling species, e.g., Capercaille [71–73], bats [74,75] or the European
Roe Deer (Capreolus capreolus) [76].
Canopy cover, its vertical variation as well as forest gaps have been proven as important structural
attributes associated with the occurrence and diversity of many conservation-relevant forest taxa.
We show that DSMs derived from aerial imagery, although not as accurate as LiDAR measurements,
achieve a high level of detail and thus provide suitable input for biodiversity studies at both local and
regional spatial scales. This, together with the regular provision at reasonable prices, makes these data
in conjunction with our method especially interesting for long-term monitoring of structural diversity
in forest ecosystems.
5. Conclusions
The gap mapping method was developed for automated identification of biodiversity relevant
forest structures at large spatial extents to support biodiversity studies and planning of forest
conservation measures. Overall, method performance was good, with very good results in low stands.
In high stands, the results were moderate to insufficient depending on the study year. Main error
sources we identified were linked to the quality of the input CHM, resulting from shadow occurrence
and geometric limitations of stereo image matching.
Focusing on publicly available data, used without prior radiometric and geometric enhancement
for fast and cost-efficient processing, we expected that remote sensing products from the public
mapping agencies serve as reliable input data. However, the aerial images from two standard flight
campaigns in Baden-Württemberg differed in quality, which affected the results. The influence of the
spatial resolution and overlap of the stereo aerial images requires further research in order to optimize
and standardize future flight campaigns, so as to deliver suitable material for reliable monitoring of
gaps and other forest parameters.
We recommend a quality check of the input data prior to the gap extraction. Using shadow and
“no-data” masks, as well as analyzing the sun angle at the moment of the image acquisition is advisable
to identify areas where the DSM values might be erroneous and where additional gaps can be expected.
Changing the settings (e.g., maximum vegetation height in a gap) to more liberal may help identifying
additional potential gaps in these areas.
Next, when using aerial images of higher spatial resolution and/or higher overlap, better mapping
accuracies may be expected in flat terrain, where image matching algorithms perform better than in
rugged mountainous topography [30]. Since time series analyses demand DSMs calculated using the
same settings for all study years, to avoid variations in systematic errors from different image-matching
algorithms [54], quality reference standards for image matching as well as for outlier removal are
required to improve the comparability of the results.
Terrestrial bottom-up gap definitions, as used in most ecological studies, entail some problems in
combination with remote sensing data since a constant maximum vegetation height in a gap in contrast
to continuous values of forest heights can be a one factor causing the omission of some potential gap
Remote Sens. 2016, 8, 175 18 of 21
cells. However, our method allows changes in gap mapping parameters and flexible application of
thresholds depending on the ecological scope of the study in which the mapped gaps will be used.
Moreover, the mapping workflow can be applied to any raster CHM delivering standardized results
for a rapid forest gaps analysis.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/8/3/175, Figures S1
and S2, Tables S3–S10.
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